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ABOUT US 

The NGO “Center of Regional Cooperation “Dialogue” (RegioDialogue, 

www.regiodialogue.org.ua) is a voluntary association of the natural persons, which is created in 

order to realize and protect human and civil rights and freedoms, satisfy public, in particular, 

economic, social, cultural, educational and other interests of its members and/or other persons.  

Within its activity, the Organization is guided by the Constitution of Ukraine, the Civil Code of 

Ukraine, the Tax Code of Ukraine, the Law of Ukraine on “Public Associations”, the Law of 

Ukraine on “State Registration of Legal Entities, Natural Persons – Entrepreneurs and Public 

Associations”, other valid legislation of Ukraine and these Statutes. 

The legal framework of the Organization activity is also regulatory documents and universal 

decision that are taken by the Organization within its statutory powers and mandatory for all 

members.  

The Organization is a nonprofit organization; which main aim is not to make a profit. The 

Organization is free to choose its directions of activity, and acts on the basis of voluntariness, self-

management, a free choice of the activity area, equality before the law, absence of property interest 

among members (participants), transparency, openness, and publicity. 

The Organization is created and acts on the basis of voluntariness, equality among its members, 

self-governance, legality, election and accountability of governing bodies, publicity in work. 

The Organization acquires the status of a legal entity from the date of its state registration 

according to the valid legislation, has its seal, stamp, letter headed papers with its own name, bank 

accounts including foreign currency accounts, its own symbols. The Organization symbols are 

registered in accordance with the procedure established by the legislation. 

On behalf of its name, the Organization has rights to enter into agreements, acquire property and 

non-property rights, bear obligations, be a plaintiff and a defendant in court, own funds and other 

property, open bank accounts in national and foreign currency. 

Activity of the community organization extends throughout the territory of Ukraine and abroad.  

The legal form: a community organization.  

In accordance with the procedure established by the current legislation, the Organization has rights 

to have employees in its personnel, to use hired labor by concluding independent contractor 

agreement, labor agreements and employment agreements. Relations with employees are regulated 

within the valid legislation of Ukraine on labor, social security, and social protection. 

 

AIM OF REGIODIALOGUE 

The main aim of the Organization is the facilitation of transparency between Ukraine, European 

countries and other countries of the world or between certain regions on the basis of gradual 

affirmation of democratic principles of social development, human rights and freedoms in all of 

the aspects; the implementation of educational, scientific, analytical, cultural, educating, 

ecological activities in order to foster the establishment of the democratic civil society, and 

protection and realization of social, legal, economic and other rights or interests of the 

Organization members.  

 

DIRECTIONS OF THE ACTIVITY 
Main directions of Organization activity: 

 to facilitate the achievement of safety and stability in Ukraine, Europe and all over the 

world. 

 to facilitate the development and consolidation of interregional and other connections 

between local government administrations of Ukraine and other countries.  

 to facilitate the development of the movement in support of civil liberties, e.g. freedom of 

movement and human relations. 

 to facilitate the project implementation in various spheres aiming at support of the 

international integration of Ukraine.  

 to facilitate the development of practical recommendations in order to foster the integration 

process of Ukraine into international and regional associations.  
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 to facilitate the elimination of administrative barriers that prevent freedom of 

communication and movement of citizens of Ukraine and other countries.  

 to adjust the interaction and cooperation with organizations, enterprises, foundations, 

institutions and certain citizens, public associations, non-governmental organizations of 

other countries in order to implement relevant programs, projects and experience exchange 

regarding directions of Organization activity.    

 by monitoring, to exercise civil control over the execution of the existing agreements and 

obligations between Ukraine and other countries of the world. 

 organization, promotion of organization, financing, material and technical support of 

scientific research, educational, cultural, charity programs and events aiming at support of 

freedom of human relations between Ukraine and other countries of the world; 

 educating activity, program execution. 

 to develop and facilitate consolidation of the transparency principle in the life of the 

society.  

 organization, participation in conferences and holding theoretical, scientific-practical, 

educating conferences, press conferences, seminars, disputes, briefings, thematic 

roundtables and debates, cultural-educational events, other similar events.   

 to facilitate development of local self-government.  

 

PROJECT ACTIVITY  

 participation in national and international grant programs.  

 participation in organization of meetings with leading scientists, political figures, experts, 

specialists, entrepreneurs, artists.  

 to facilitate organization of charity events aiming at integration of Ukraine into the world 

intellectual, political, social and cultural space.  

 to facilitate cultural exchange and tourist movement between Ukraine and other countries 

of the world.  

 to monitor the mass media, Internet publications, creating Internet websites and content. 

 inquiry into election process and observation on it not only in Ukraine, but also outside it, 

including local elections, and the election of people's deputies of Ukraine and the 

presidential election in Ukraine.  

 cooperation with public authorities, public associations, legal entities in various types of 

ownership, and natural persons. 

 to carry out independent sociological surveys, public opinion research.  

 participation in formation of public opinion by making public its stance in the mass media. 

 to facilitate provision of legal and consulting assistance to citizens of Ukraine, citizens of 

other countries, and stateless persons.  

 to bring territorial communities, community organizations, enterprises and institutions into 

contacts with public authorities, community organizations, enterprises, charity 

foundations, national and international grantors and grantor organizations, as well as 

diplomatic institutions. 

 to conduct lectures, carrying out informational, discussion and promotional public events 

that are not forbidden by the legislation of Ukraine.  

 to facilitate preparation and dissemination of analytical reports, reports, expert conclusions, 

informational-analytical publications, reference expert books, results of conferences and 

sociological surveys and their free dissemination. 

 Facilitating information dissemination in the sphere of the foreign and domestic policy of 

Ukraine and participation in formation of public opinion, a stance of governmental 

institutions and mass media.  

 to facilitate conduction of training courses, consultations on the political, social-economic 

and cultural development of Ukraine and its international relations.  

 to facilitate cooperation of scientists, experts in the sphere of politics, culture, social 

development of Ukraine and the European Union from Ukraine and abroad. 
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 to make suggestions concerning statutory activity of the Organization to public bodies and 

management bodies.  

 to conduct sociological research on its own or with the participation of experts involved. 

 improvement of professional qualification, educational level, knowledge and experience 

of the Organization members in order to implement the Organization statutory activities. 

 to carry out other activities that do not contradict the aim of the Organization and the 

legislation of Ukraine. 


